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ABSTRACT 
The main objective of this paper is to assess the veracity of penal law objectives in child abuse 
cases in Kenya. The Children's Act under Section 2 looks at child abuse as consisting physical, 
sexual, psychological a!!d mental injury. The research endeavours to cover the various forms of 
child abuse covered by various pieces of legislation, which are sexual abuse, child physical abuse 
and child trafficking and exploitation. The area is of interest due to a significant rise in child abuse 
incidences in the country over the years. One of the objectives of laws is to bring about social order 
in its purest form with an end to avoid conflict. As such to maintain this order the characteristic 
response of Kenyan legislate:·" to these atrocities was to pass laws that .gave unlimited judicial 
discretion in sentencing and also severe deterrent punishments. From collected data over a span of 
10 years since the enforcement of key legislations, the trend of child abuse crimes across the board 
have increased in conviction rates, prosecutions and arrests. The question then is whether the 
objective of the laws is responsible for this inefficiency. To figure out the whether a nexus exists 
thejurisdiction of Canada was used as a comparative study. The Canadian criminal system, based 
on Common law, is similar to that of Kenya. The similarity of judicial systems and similar child 
protec~ion laws provided a proper specimen to analyse whether a nexus exists. The sentencing 
objectives in child abu~c cases however is based on a mixture of retribution and deterrence 
tempered hy mandatory minimum sentence~. Across the board it was seen.that the cases of child 
abuse either diminished or maintained the same number due to effective investigations, 
implementation of mandatOI':' minimum sentences and less judicial discretion in sentencing. 
Therefore, the Kenyan experience can be remedied through introduction of mandatory minimums 
of penalties. This removes discretion of the judiciary and as such aligns the purpose of the laws. 
Strengthening of child abuse investigations by the Kenya Police Service. This goes to 
improvement of infrastructure and red~.1ction of bureaucracy. Setting up of proper reporting 
mechanisms to ensure an associated effmt t0 ensure prosecution of crimes. This goes to the front 
of accessibility to proper authorities and access to justice. 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
1.1 Background 
The cases of child abuse in Kenya have be--;n a major concern over the years with the ever rising 
number of such cases. Such was seen in the year 2005 where a characteristic response to this matter 
by the formulation ofthe Sex~~~il Offences Act (Act no. 3 of2006). This Act was aimed at curbing 
sexual offenses committed against women and the girl child. This however does not cover the 
other forms of child abuse. These types of abuse have been catered for in the Constitution of Kenya 
Article 53(d) specifying and assuring protec!ion of children from child abuse. Despite these 
assurances there is a disparity and a challenge in the judicial and institutional control of the 
situation.' At the forefront has been the matter of recurrent cases of abuse that have shifted the 
public view of punishment of offenders. The current legislation that outlines the crimes against 
children is drawn out in several pieces of legislation. The paradigm shift in the perception of 
punisnment has been an ir.'>tinctive one relying on high penalties laid upon offenders. As will be 
shown later on, the stringent laws in place do not necessarily translate to lower child abuse and 
conviction rates. To understand the polflt of viv.v of protection of the child we must then look at 
the international protection ofthe child. 
The international scene over the years has seen the strengthening of children's rights. This has 
come about due to global realization of the lack of substantive laws and conventions that cater to 
children.2 Children, as recognized by different scholars, have been an interest under international 
law. The character and treatment of children under the international scene has attracted the 
attention of protection from various stakehclders leading to the formation of the United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) vol. 1577(UNCRC). This was in response to the 
character ofthe child that has changing in the course ofhistory.3 
Among these rights ofthe child is the protection of children from abuse. Article 19 and 34 ofthe 
UNCRC clearly show the governmental respo~1sibility to protect the child. This is seen by the 
1 Summary of the outcome of mapping and assessing Kenya's child protection system: Strengths, weaknesses and 
recommendations, National Council For Childreu 's Services (Nccs), 20 I 0. 
2 
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child I 990 s Pre-amble (To be known as the UNCRC). 
3 Martha Minow, 'Rights for the Next Generation: A Feminist Approach to Children's Rights' (1986) 9 Harv. 
Women's LJ I. 1. 
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international community stating clearly the concern nfthere being a big problem concerning child 
abuse:4 
"The Committee is concerned by the reported increase in child abuse, including 
infanticide, domestic violence and child prostitution ... "5 
The UNCRC imposes an obligation to set up mechanisms both administrative and legislative to 
protect the child in the society. This br!i·tgs ::tbout an assurance that countries bound by the 
convention will accompiish the obligations set out: 
On th~ continental stage the situation to child protection is from a different approach. Africa has 
seen wars, famine, corruption, poverty, failed states, dictatorships and crumbling economies.6 
Despite the aims 0fthe UNCRC impicme:ntatic-:· is hard in these circumstances. The African Union 
in this regard came up with the African Chart:;.· on The Rights and Welfare of the Child, 
1999(ACR WC). The ACRWC was aimed at protecting the African child. The African charter 
declared the position of the African countries in matters concerning child abuse. The UNCRC in 
its drafting, though obligatory, contained scattered provisions on child abuse. This was rectified 
by the ACR WC through Article 16. The I 999 Charter has now been the back bone of legislations 
on child abuse. The big question has been implementation ofthese rights in the African scene even 
though they are for the African cont~xt.
7 
The application of this charter has been more so seen in the Kenyan Context. The change of the 
Cpnstitution of Kenya had a wide scale effect on legislation. This further stretched to the bolstering 
of Kenyan children's Jaws. In line with -i-nternational and regional conventions, the Constitution of 
Kenya was particular under Article 53( d) on the right of a child to be protected from child abuse.8 
Kenya in the year 2001 pas~d the Children's Act which was aimed at: first consolidating the 
various laws relating to children and second to ensure complementarity with the UNCRC. Part 2 
Section 13 of the Act outlines the right of a child to be protected from neglect and physical or 
mental abuse. UNICEF, in its report on Child Violence, carried out in 2010, showed the statistics 
4 Rachel H and Peter N, Implementation Handbook fa•· the Convention on the Rights of the Child, vol I (United 
Nations Publications 2002), 264. 
5 Mauritius IRCO, Add 64, para. 18. 
6 African Charter On The Rights And Welfare Of The Child 1999 s Pre-amble Para 4. 
7Peter L, 'Chiid :'>rotection in Africa--The Road Ahead' (1996) 20 Child abuse & neglect 543. 
8 Art 53(d), Kenya Constitution, 20 l 0. 
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ofreports made in the previous years on reporting of child abuse cases.9 The low ratings of young 
children and adolescent persons not reporting to the authorities was alarming.10 Some scholars 
state that the issue in most cases is the accommodation of such cases by the authorities in charge. 11 
The cases therefore go c::1reported rendering the Jaws ineffective. 
This statistic shows the Jack of confidence in the legal system to provide proper mechanisms of 
enforcement. The primary legislation (The Children's Act) does not provide for the punishment of 
perpetrators other than Section 20.
1
~:hr:' ~;uest!• n as to whether this single provision for a plethora 
of ch;!d abuse cases is enough to guarantee the r.rotection of the rights of children under the 
UNCRC and the ACRWC. 
From an international perspective the matter of defining children's rights has been an international 
discussion.14 The various definitions of child abuse have catered for physical abuse and the mental 
state of the child.15 This according to Dr. David Gil it only encompasses the physical aspect of 
abuse.16 As such it has been deemed too na"ive that the scope of child abuse is too narrow.17For the 
UNCRC to gain full effect in protection oitht rights of children it must be ofthe utmost importance 
that tbP. Jdi;1ition encompasses the mental frame of the child. 
The best method of e!':tablishing the correct definition is to tackle the matter from the roots (the 
elemeni::>). ;g Richard Gelles takes a look ~~~ :he elements of the abuse (the mind, body and 
development of Lhe child). An African perspective is impmtant as 0. Famuyiwa states that the 
social-economic aspect of tt~. community is imp01tant to determine what child abuse is.19 The 
9 
Violence against Children in Kenya: Findings from a 20 I 0 National Survey. Summary Report on the Prevalence of 
Sexual, Physical and Emotional Violence, Context of Sexual Violence, and Health and Behavioral Consequences of 
Violence Experienced in Childhood. Nairobi, Kenya: United Nations Children's Fund Kenya Country Office, Division 
of Violence Prevention, National Center for Injury Preventi,)n and Control, U.S. Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, and the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics, 2012,99. 
10 
Violence against Children in Kenya at, 108. 
II Ruto S, Sexual Abuse of School Age Children: Evid:mce from Kenya, CICE Hiroshima University, Journal of 
International Cooperation in Education, Vol.l2 No.I (2009) pp.177 ~ 192, 189. 
12 
Section 20, Chidren's Act (Act No.8 of2001). 
14 
Danya G, Emotional abuse and neglect (psychological maltreatment): a conceptual framework, Child Abuse & 
Neglect 26 (2002) 697-714, 70 I. 
15 
Hart, S., Binggeli, N., & Brassard, M, Evidence ofthe effects of psychological maltreatment, Journal of 
Emotional Abuse. (1998). I, 27-58. 
16 
David G, Violence against Children Physical Child Ah:se in the United States (I st, Harvard Press 1970) 
17 
Helfer, R. B. (1982). A review of the literature on the prevention of child abuse and neglect. Child Abuse 
and N..:glect, 6, 251-2. 
18 
Richard J., 'Demythologizing Cf:, · f Abuse, The Family Coordinator, Vol. 25, No.2 (Apr., 1976), pp. 135-141,136. 
19 
Famuyiwa 0, Child abuse and neglect in sub-Saharan Africa, Psychiatric Bulletin (1997), 21. 336-338. 
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World Health Organization in its 1999 Report on Preventing Child Maltreatment: a guide to taking 
action and generating evidence refers to the matter of child maltreatment. This is an interest to the 
paper as this is the basis of the definition t12 he relied on. It states: 
"Child maltreatment refers to the physical and emotional mistreatment, sexual 
abuse, neglect and ne5l!gent treatment cf children, as well as to their commercial 
or other exploitation. It occurs in many d~fferent settings ... " 
It is upon this definition that the Children's Act 2001 Section 2 relies on. The paper will 
thus take this position on the definition of child abuse. 
1.2 Statement of Problem 
The problem this paper intends to research is the ineffective application of deterrent laws as regards 
child abuse crimes. 
1.3 Justification of study 
The p: .. mishii>~ii: of child abuse ·..;;:-imes h·~ ~~~:<t based on deterrent laws and judicial discretion. 
The downs!de of t~·.i:; J:::cision, to apply such m~Cisures in the working of the penal system, has 
been ineffective as the Intend· 1 objective of deterring offenders has been curtailed. As previously 
seen, in the various forms of child abuse, there ha~. been an instinctive rise in the number of 
offences and convictions sparking the question whether the objective intended is actually working. 
Taking into consideration the character of the child as a vulnerable individual, the measures taken 
to punish offenders should be balanced on the front of justice for the victims and also that of the 
perpetrator. As such there is need to loa!-:: ar the reason why the punishment of offenders is not 
working as the end result being the child suffers under an inefficient system. 
1.4 Research objective 
This research aims to analyse the deterrent objective of current legislation in its protection of the 
rights of children by assessing the peiwlties a~:~ trends in commission of crimes against children 
through a comparative study of Kenya and Canad&. 
1.5 Questions for research 
The following questions will be posed: 
• What is the legal framework of child protection in Kenya? 
• Which comparative jurisdiction can be used to assess and test the Kenyan situation? 
4 
o What objective is employed in punishment of offenders in Kenya and what shortfalls 
have been experienced in the Kenyan process? 
. • What considerations can be taken up reinforce our legal framework on protection of 
children from child abuse? 
1.6 Methodology 
This study will use a qualitative approach to study the implications of child protection penal laws. 
In this case it will rely mostly on secondary data to analyze the legislative framework in place. The 
approach to analysing ':,till be based on the current Legislation set out to protect children. This will 
include: Cniidn.~n's Act (No. 8 of 2001), 3..::.-:ual Offences Act (No.3 Of 2006), the Counter-
Trafficking in Persons /\ct (No. 8 Of 201 O)These pieces of legislation shall provide the first 
threshold of the study to estaL.,sh the legislation framework. The study will look at the works and 
commentaries of scholars. furthermore, it will rely on annual reports of Non-Governmental 
Organizations invoived in th\! area of child abuse the<;e include; UN£CEF, FIDA, !OM, RMMS 
and IPCANN. The selection of reports will be ba~;ed on clarity of information, availability of the 
information, and relevance of information sought after. 
These methods will help frame and put into context the situation at hand and as such will provide 
a grounct fo1· searching for answers. 
5 
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CHAPTER 2: Theoretical framework 
To establish the foundation, there is need to ask on what basis does legislation borrow its 
perspective. To understand where the position lies we need to look at law from the point of view 
of social order. Order stemming from a system that recognizes the sovereign and its power to 
punish offenders. 
2.1 Positivism (Kelsenian Theory} 
Social order arises from social facts through ti'l:; norms held by the community.20 As such Hans 
Kelsen looks at there being;:~. hierarchy of norms 111 any given society.21 These norms form the 
basis under which laws are made. As such Hans Kelsen states that law is separate from the notion 
morality and exists in absolute solidarity.22 This notion, however radical, forms the basis unto 
which this research is based upon. According to Hans Kelsen the pure theory of law gives cadence 
to the fact that the law is what it is. Hans Kel.;;en posits that law is made to control human 
behaviour. 23 
Thus the purpose and the aim of law is for social ordei"liness according to Hans Kelsen. This has 
been ciuJy recognized by scholars as being the underpinning factor of law. P. W Patterson states 
that: 
"The stability of law does not consist.!~ ~rely in the rules and principles which prescribe 
lay conduct and are guides to judicial or administrative decisions, but also in the powers 
of officials to change the law and in the limitations on those powers. "24 
This is taken to mean that the character of law is twofold. First, to bring social order but also to 
the law provides power for officials to make la ... v. This fact of social order and power of discretion 
is what the research hinges on. 
2.2 Deterrence Theory 
Taking a leaf from Har::; Kelsens' notion of law and order we extend to the ambit of Social order 
regarding matters of criminal behaviour.25 Crimes committed by persons go against the norms of 
20 
EuropeanJournaioflnternationalLaw9( 1 998).32:), 3 
21 
Edvvin W . Patterson. Hans Kelsen and His Pure Theol)' of Law, 40 Cal. L. Rev. 5 (1952), 8. 
22 Keb:n H, Pure The01y of Law, 2nd,Berkiey, California, 1967, 66. 
23 Kelsen H, Pure Theo1y of Law, 7 "'. . 
24Edwin W . Patterson, Hans Kelsen and His Pure Theory of Law, 40 Cal. L. Rev. 5 (1952), 9. 
25 Carlsmith K and Darley P. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 2002, Vol. 83, No.2, 284 -299, 284. 
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the peoplelc0mmunity. The ideal si!!1JUon in a society is a matter of reform and correction of the 
ills in the society. There is thLis need for punishment of crimes. According to Nagin the matter of 
punishment is through police pm.vers of the ~overeign. The judicial system according to his 
research is aimed at looking and justifying the reason for punishment.26 
The main posit of the deterrence theory is that the punishment of the offender should be enough to 
deter the offender from committing the crime again.27 Jeremy Bentham looks at the matter of 
deterrence from the following point of view: 
"If the apparent magnitude, or mther value of (the) pain be greater than the apparent 
magnitude or value of the pleasur(' ~r good he expects to be the consequence of the act, 
he will be abso!:;te!y prevented from peiformhg it"
28 
This brings ~he issue of cost versus L.:!nefit. The citizen when conducting a crime will look at the 
magnitude of the pur:isnmen( vis a vis the benefit of the crime.29 This forms the two bases of the 
de:errence theory. These are: 
1. Detection; and 
2. Publicity. 
The theory according to Kevin M. Carlsmith and John M. Darley posit that lowly detected crimes 
require high levels of punishment. The reasoning of this is due to the fact that the low detected 
crimes are the most severe crimes in the community. 
Coupled with the notion of publicity then the members of the community will be careful of the 
crimes they may consider committing. The crimes committed by the erred persons in the 
community are published to the society and the members of the community will know the crime 
committed and cognizance of the punishment will be taken. This forms the notion of deterrence.30 
The laws in place at the moment in Kenya reg&rding criminal activity and enforcement of rights 
are thus a matter of deterrenc~. This is due to the nature of the laws, bearing high penalties and 
26 
Nagin' D, Criminal, Deterre~ce Research at the Outset of the Twenty-First Centwy, Crime and Justice, Vol. 23 
( 1998), pp. 1-42, I. 
27 
Nagin D, Criminal Deterrence Research at the Outset of the fwenty-First Century, I. 
28 
Bentham, J., & Bowring, J. The works of Jeremy Bemham. New York, Russell & Russell. (1962), 396. 
29 Carl smith K and Darley P Journal of Personality and Soda! Psychology 2002, Vol. 83, No.2, 284-299, 285. 
3° Carl smith K and Darley P. Robinson Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 285. 
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judicial leeway in discretion The general principte adopted by the European Court of Justice is 
that child abuse laws have to provide a measure of deterrence rather than a retributive mode of 
punishment.31 
The theory of deterrence in child abuse cases has been fronted by scholars. Mark Capaldi in 2013 
wrote on deterrence management in child abuse cases. The main aim of deterrence is to keep the 
perpetrators away and to discourage the co!·nmission of a crime.32 Mark Capaldi states that through 
enhancement of policies and reinforcement of laws, deterrence of child abusers is lowered and as 
such the case<; of child abuse are lo'Nered.33 He states: 
"Enhancing detection and prosecution sends a clear message to child sex tourists 
that sexMal exploitation of dilidren ,.-nuld not be tolerated, thus resulting in 
Increased deterrence."34 
The same notion of deterrence in child abuse has been focused on by the European Court of Human 
Rights. l n the case of X and Y v. the Netherlands. 351 n this case the court reiterated the sentiments 
of Capaldi where they verbatim stated: 
''fundamental values and essential aspects of private life are at stake. Effective 
deterrence is indi!)pensable in thL an:a and it can be achieved only by criminal-
law provisions".Jo 
It is h•jwever noticeable that one may argue that the theory of just deserts (retribution)is a 
better option. In the case of Kevin M. Carlsmith, John M. Darley and Paul H. Robinson 
look at the theoretical underpinnings of just des;;.rts.37 In this theory the main perception is 
that the offence committed bv the criminal should be propotiional to the punishment. In 
this regard Darley, Sanderson, & La Mantia, 1996 looked at the notion of magnitude in the 
31 
European Court Of Human Rights, 'Child Sexual Abuse And Child Pornography In The Court's Case-Law' (2011) 
I, 4. 
32 
Carlsmith K and Darley P,Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 2002, Vol. 83, No.2, 284-299, 285. 
33 
Capaldi M, Deterrence !kiar,agement to Keep Children Safe From Sexual Exploitation, (20 13) Ecpat I. 
34 
Capaldi M, Deterrence Manag:!ment to Keep Children Safe From Sexual Exploitation' (20 13) Ecpat I, 26. 
35 
X andY v, the Netherlands, 1985, Series A no. 9, no. 8978/80. 
36 X and Y v. the Netherlands, ; 985, Series A no. 9, no. 8978/80. 
37
Carlsmith K and Darley P, Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 285. 
theory of just deserts and he states that the measure of the crime if small should have a 
small penalty and consequently the s~me for bigger crimes.38 
Despite the fact that the theory of just deserts is proper to the matter of child abu-se, it is on 
the basis of the aim of current legislation in Kenya that this paper posits the theory of 
deterrence for the ent::.i cement of child protection laws. As seen earlier the current 
legislRtion under Section 20 gives punishm,~nt that may not deter persons effectively from 
commission of offences 
38 Darley, J. M., Sanderson, C. A., & LaMantia, P. S. Commz:nity standards for defining attempt: Inconsistencies with 
the Model Penal Code.American Behavioral Scientist, (1996). 39,405-420, 410. 
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CHAPTER 3: Contextualizing the Kenyan and Canadian Legal 
Framework 
3.1 Introduction 
The main aim of this chapter ic;; to assess the legal regime in punishment of child abuse offenders. 
The research aims to look at whether the laws and judiciary effectively, through deterrent laws, 
are capable of providing an efficient process of ensuring justice for children. 
The Chapter endeavours to, set out the Kenyan legislative position on punishment of child abuse. 
Thereafter, we will look at the Canadian Position on punishment Child abuse. As espoused earlier, 
Kenya's laws take into consideration deten cace as the object of prosecution of child abuse cases. 
The Canadian positiori is meant to act as the comparison against the Kenyan legislation. The 
jurisdiction has a similar end to criminal prosecution as that of Kenya. 
3.2 The Kenyan Position 
The current framework on Child prct.~~~-an fn:.•''1 abuse is set out in various pieces of legislation. 
The P?spective legislation responsib:e for child abt•:-.P. are not solely catered to specifically address 
child abuse offences, but enaeavour to cover a plethora of cases. The provisions held in these 
pieces of legislation provide for sanction and punishment of offenders. This implies that 
administrative pieces of legislation are given the tc;::;k of applying penal laws. Administrative 
pieces of legislation are meant to set out workings and relevant structures in a particular field. As 
such this mixture may prove to be a quagmire of sorts as the functions and spirit of the laws are 
muddled. 
The principal piece of legislation that takes lead in the situation is the Children's Act (No. 8 of 
200 I ).39 Subsequently A etc; snch as the Sexual Offences Act (No.3 Of 2006)40, the Employment 
Act Cap. 22641 and the Coumer-Traffickin,l in Persons Act (No. 8 Of 201 0)42 subscribe forms of 
child protection from physical, sexual and expioitative abuse. 
39 Children's Act (No 8 Of200 I). 
40 
Sexual Offences Act ( no, 3 of 2006). 
41 
Employment Act (Cap. 226 2007). 
42 
Counter-Trafficking in Persons Act (No. 8 Of 201 0). 
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3.2.1. The Children's A~: 2001 
The Children's Act of 200 I was a much awaited Act that was expected to reshape the arena of 
Children's rights and protection43• The case for the legislation was brought forward by non-
governmental actors to implement the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child and 
the UNCRC for the well-being of the child44• At the forefront was the African Network for The 
Prevention & Protection against Child Abuse and Neglect(APPCAN)45• The wait for a piece of 
legislation to outline ""~;2-t child abuse and its constituents was eagerly awaited by the children's 
rights society. 
The Children's Act i::; an overview ofthe rights ofthe child. This more so extends to the protection 
mechanisms, which this paper is interested in. F1e Act is a declaratory statute that states what child 
abuse is and also sweeps over the framework thEl.' is to be established. The Act in itself is not 
catered to penal punishment4b. 
The Act, for the purpose of the study, has principally 4 primal points of interest. First is the 
establishment of children's rights and dutie~. Second, is the definition of a child and more 
importantly Child abuse. Third, establishment of the National Council for Children's Services, 
responsible for children's services. Fourth, it establishes the Children's Court, setting out 
procedure for children <1.nd magistrate designation47. 
In light of these highlights the Children's Act aims to protect the welfare of the Child as espoused 
in the FIDA Kenya AniJUal Report 2002 where it was stated: 
The prindpal object of the Ac£ is to saf::c~rttard the rights and welfare of the child. The Act 
contains what can be considered as the bU of rights for the promotion and protection of 
the rights of the child. 48 
43 
Odongo G, Caught between progress, stagnation and C! reversal of some gains: Reflections on Kenya's record in 
implementing children's rights norms, I AHRLJ 112-141 (2012), 114 
44 
Yanghee L, Child Rights And Child Well-Being, The Jrd OECD World Forum on Statistics, Knowledge and Policy 
Charting Progress, Building V1sions, Improving Life Busan, Korea, 27-30 October 2009, 2 
45 
Zachary 0, Child ::buse rampant as Kenya waits for bill Children's rights June 200 I 
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The Act gives an insight to the sanctions that are envisioned to be enforced. 
Section 20 of the Act states: 
"Nntwithstm1ding penalties contained in any other law, where 
any person wilfully or as a consequence of culpable negligence infringes 
any of the rights of a child as specified /17. sections 5 to 19 such person 
shall be liable upon summary conviction tD ~ term of imprisonment 
not exceedinf{ twelve months, or to a fine not exceedh1gfifty thousand 
shillings or to both such imprisonment and fine. "49 
S·imilarly, the same Act also tries to de31 with matters of maltreatment and neglect of the child 
under Section 12750: 
(a) wilfully assaults, ill-treats, abandons, or exposes, in any 
man:;e'' likely to cause him w;necessary stiffering or injury 
to health (including iljwy or loss ol" sight, hearing, limb or 
argon ofth:: body, and any mental derangement); or 
commits an nffence and is liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding 
two hundred thousand shillings, or to imprisonment for a term not 
exceeding five years, or to both 
The question then arises whether these two provisions are enough to elicit any proper deterrence 
and enforcement among offenders. This will be discussed further in the paper. 
3.2.2. Sexual Offences Act 
In response to both the meagre penalties handed out by Section 127 ofthe Children's Act and the 
rise in sexual violence against women and children; the characteristic response was the intensive 
49 
Section 20, Children's Act (No 8 Of 2001) 
50 
Section 127 Children's Act (No 8 Of2001) 
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lobbying tor an overarching piece of legislation that tackled sexual abuse on all possible fronts51. 
The previous overarching legislation was the Penal Code52 
Despite the noble objectives of the Sexual Offences Act the legislation only caters to a specific 
sub-set of persons in the com····unity. 
The Act stipulates certain offences that cater to children and their plight when it comes to sexual 
offences. 
Under Section 7 of the Act it states: 
Acts which cause pene'tration or i1:decent acts committed within the view of a family 
member, child or person with mental disabilities 
A person who intentionally commits rape or an indecent act with another ·within the view 
of a family member, a child or a person with mental disabilities is gttilty of an offence and 
is liable :pon conviction to ff:"rrison:~ :~nt for a term which shall not be less than ten 
years53. 
The Act fmiher defines this offence as defilemem under Section 8. 
Additionally, the Sexual Offences Act looks at the matter of child prostitution (Section 15 subject 
to a conviction to imprisonment for a term of not less than ten years), Child pornography (Section 
16 subject to a conviction liable to imprisonment for a term of not less than six years or to a fine 
of not Jess than five hundred thousand shi!iings or to both) and Child Tourism as offences against 
the child. These offences are seen according to the Act form part of abuse to the child. 
Accotding to Justice Njoki Ndung'u the Act was meant to be an inclusive Act that was meant to 
cater for growing offences that were not pr"!viously recognized under the Penal Code. 54 
The Act prescribes high penalties for the crimes committed. The punishment as such is intended 
'to repel any attempts of such .. rimes being perpetrated in future. The characteristics of deterrent 
51 
Kenya National Assembly Official Record (Hansard) 30 May 2006, 990: Contribution by Mr Kenneth Marende. 
Preventing and responding to violence against women and girls: From legislation to effective law enforcement. 
52 
Penal Code, Cap 63. ( Act No. 19 of 2014 ). 
53 
Section 15, Sexual Offences Act (3 Of2006). 
54 
Legislating against Sexual Violence in Kenya: An Interview with the Han. Njoki Ndung'u, Reproductive Health 
Matters 2007; 15(29): 149-154, !50. 
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laws are marked by high penc.:ties for culprits. The more severe a punishment, it is thought, the 
more likely that a rationally calculating human being will desist from criminal acts. 55 In ensuring 
deterrence is effective the coutts are very prone to ha'.:ing a heavy hand in punishment. Deterrent 
laws are also characterized by freedom of high punishment by the judicial body. This has been 
explored upon majorly by courts expressing the urgent need for discretion in punishment. In R v 
Higgins the court stated its position as being one that requires discretion at all times and cannot be 
done away with so easily.56 Similarly, as seen in the Sexual Offences Act the courts have been 
given leeway by proposing a high minimum sentence to ensure a high threshold of punishment. 
3.2.3. Cmmter-Ti·afficking in Persons Art 
The Counter-trafficking Act wa 1n Act of Parliament ·.o ;:nplement Kenya's obligations under the United 
Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime (UNCA TOC), particularly its Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and Children
57
• The Act gives the 
penal sentences for persons who commit crimes envisioned. 
The Act gives provision for exploitation of Lhildren. Section 3 states: 
The recruitment, transportation, tran.)U. harbouring or receipt of a child for the purposes 
of exploitation shed/ be considered "trafficking in persons" ... A person ·who traffics 
ann.thP.r person, for the purpnse of exploitation, commits an offence and is liable to 
imprisonment for a t'erm of not less than thirty years or to a fine of not less than thirty 
Furth~rmore-, the Act goes on to define under Section tl where it states: 
A person who for the pwpose of trafficking in persons-
(a) adopts a child or offers a child for adoption; 
(b) fosters a child or offers q. childforfostering; or 
(c) offers guardianship to a child or offers a child for guardianship, 
------------
55 John D, Deterrence The01y, Encyclopedia of Prisons & Correctional Facilities, Sage Publications, 2005, 235. 
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R. v. Higgin.~ f1988) 2 S.C.R. 387 (Beare). 41. 
57 
Ministry of La hour, Socia! S~cur!ty and Services, The National Plan of Action for Combating Human Trafficking 
2013-2017,2013,5. 
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Sect!rm 3. Counter Trafficking-in-Perc;ons Act N·.'· (R of 201 0). 
commits an offence
59 
A person who initiates or att.c:mpt:; to initiate adoption, fostering of guardianship 
proceedings for the purpose of subsection (I) commits an offence ... A person who commits 
an offence under this section :.~ liable to imprisonment for a term of not less than thirty 
years or to a fin:-oftiot less than twenty million shillings or to both and upon subsequent 
~·a:::·iction, to imprisonment/or life. 
The Act leans towards the deterrent objc-;;tive of exploitation and abuse of children. The Act is strict 
in handing down punishment to ...,.!lprits. The effect expected from these provisions is to discourage 
persons from engaging in acts of child abuse and child exploitation. The minimum punishment in 
both in~tances is redered at the least at thirty years, with the option of life imprisonment. This 
notion of high modes of punishment are meant to discourage persons fi·om committing crimes. 
Similar to the Sexual Offences Act, the Counter-Trafficking in Persons Act does not have a singular 
objective of protecting children alone. The qt~c:.:ion in this case is then, whether the notion of high 
fines and punishment for :::"te;1ded periods brings proper and aimed deterrence. This will be further 
explord in Chapter 4 looking at statistical evidence conviction rates. 
3.3 The Canadian Context 
Ca'1au& will oe di'~ context unto which this p:-,;:.c: • •. :n base its research on. The justification for the 
couutry was on the b::t:.!s c;-;: 
I. Judicial rulings handed oown by the courts. The punishment mechanisms with regards to 
judicial discretion has been tackled and dealt with in detail over the recent years. 
2. Expansive laws that cover the v<J.rious categories of vulnerable persons. The current 
fi·amework provides for punishment according to the needs in society. 
3. Long History of documented convit:tions of child abuse cases. These convictions have thus 
sparked debates socially and academically as such informing legislation. 
The Canadian Jurisdiction has employed the Criminal Code as the substantive legislation that 
prescrib(:';s punishment for offenders. The Canadian Criminal Code RSC 1985, c C-46
60 
enshrines 
the de£errence objective of Canadian laws. The laws provide high penalties and fines to ensure 
effective discouragement of om·nces. 
59 Section 4, Counter Trafficking-in-Persons Act No. (8 of201 0). 
6
° Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46 
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The Canadian Criminal C8de, similar to the Penal Code of Kenya, is an all-inclusive piece of 
legislation. The main difference is the regular amendment ofthe laws and the high detail expressed 
in statute. As opposed to the previous piee-es of ;,:gislation there is breathing room for various 
objectives for special categories of persons to be expre~ ;f>:d. In this regard the plight of children is 
recognised in the Code. Supplementing legislation for all territories in Canada has been 
implemented to ensure proper enforcement of laws. 
The legal provisions in the Criminal Code intend to tackle various offences committed against 
children. The offences include: 
I. Assault (causing bodily harm, with a w~apon and aggravated assault) (ss. 265-268) 
The crime of assault in the Criminal Code is an umbrella offence under the code. The code 
st:pu !ates under Secti('n 265 defining the crime of assault. 
267. Eve1yone who, ;.'1 ummitting on assault, 
(a) carrie~. uses or threatens to use :1 weapm or an imitation thereof, or 
(b) causes bodily harm to the complainant, 
is guilty ·~an indictable offence and liable iO imprisonment for a term not exceeding ten 
years 
268. (1) Eve1y one commits an aggravated .?ssault who wounds, maims, disfigures or 
endangers the life of the complaina;it. 
(2) Eve1yone who commits an aggrova;ed assault is guilty of an indictable offence and 
liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding fourteen years. 
The t• .. ·n offences enshrined in the Code show a display of deterrence in accordance to the severity 
of the crime. Notably rhe statute does not reference directly to a child but rather employs an 
urr.brella term of i?ersons to include d::)drel;. 
The penalties as per these two provisions employ a fom. ~)f deterrence and also a form of retributive 
justice for the perpetrators. The Canadian law have thus endeavoured to provide for a middle 
ground by which they can ensure that the aims of justice are not too strict but also effective. 
Additionally, the following are provisions in the Code that have been termed as the Legislative 
framework for the protection of children from abuse. 
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2. Kidnapping & forcible confinement (s. 279) 
279.01 (!)Every person who recruits, transports, transfers, receives, holds, conceals or 
harbours a person, or exercises control, direction or influence over the movements of a 
person, for the purpose of exploiting them or facilitating their exploitation is guilty of an 
indictable offence 
... to imprisonmer::for a term of not more than 14 y;;ars. 
3. Abduction of a young person (,:,. 280-283) 
Abdw:rion of person under sixteen 
280 (1) Evf::yone who, without lawjitl authority, takes or causes to be taken an unmarried 
person under the age c:,· 'ixteen years out ofthe possession of and against the will of the 
parent or guardian 
... is guiltv Qf an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding five 
years. 
Abduction of person under fourteen 
281. Eve1yone who, not being the r:.~ren:, guardian or person having the lmvful care or 
charge of a person under the age of fourteen years, unlawjit!ly takes, entices away, 
co::cw!s, detains, receives or harbours that person with intent to deprive a parent or 
guardian, 
... is guilty of an indictable L~[fence on<-:' :.-.:·hie to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 
ten years. 
282. Eve1yone who, being the parent, guardian or person having the lawjit! care or charge 
o.f a person under the age of fourteen years, ·tako3s, entices away, conceals, detains, receives 
or harbours that person, in contravention of the custody provisions of a custody ... is guilty 
of an indictable offence and is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding ten years 
4. Sexual offences against children anc youth (ss. 151, 152, 153, 155 and 170-172) 
Sexual interference 
151. Every pers-~:1 who, for a sexual purpose, touches, directly or indirectly, ·with a part of 
the body ·Jr with an object, uny part r/ :/;~ _,ndy of a person under the age of 16 years 
17 
(a) is guilty of an indictable offence and is liable to imprisonment for a term of not more 
than 14 years 
The o·:erarching theme seen throughout the Canadian Criminal Code is the propagation of high 
penalties for crimes committed Hgainst children to meet the ends of justice. This means the direction 
of laws is to deter persons from committ!1;g oft~nces. Similarly, the same laws are aimed at 
retribntion.
61
. The cognisance of the l?.ck of effectiveN•ss of deterrence as a sole end to justice 
posed a challenge to the Canadiat·: system of justice. 
The view of retributive justice is also known as just deserts which this paper has alluded to. David 
Wood clearly describes retributive justice when he states
6
': 
The simplest view of retributive justice sees ft as a basic, unanalysable, 
intuitively obvious, moral principle: 'Tl;r; care of the idea of retribution is the 
nvwal notion that the wrongdoer ought to be punished'; 'At the heart of 
retribt!tivism is the rnntention that it is the wrongness of the criminal act that 
The prtnciplc of retributivism bases its whole existence rm moral principle that wrongs cannot go 
unpunished. The principle que~LiOn then is, what is the just measure of a crime? As such the 
Canadian Criminal Code in the salient provisions aforementioned intend to bring about this stern 
emerge!:ce of deterrence and just deserts. The Canadian Criminal Code Under section 718 has 
ensured the codification of this desire to ensure the implementation by the judicial system. As will 
be seen later on in the paper, is the question of a purely deterrent system vis a vis an amalgamation 
oftwo polar ends of justice-deterrence and retribution. 
61 Talk About Sentencing, Cornwall nublic Inquiry Phase 2 workshop, October 22, 2008, 2 
62 Wood D, Retributive and Correc1ive Justice, Criminal and Private Law, Scandinavian Studies in LaJV, Vol. 48, 
2005 542-582, 545. 
63 Galligan D, The Return to Retribution in Penal TheOJ)', in C.F.H. Tapper, ed., Crime, Proof and Punishment 




CHAPTER 4: Analysing trends of Deterrence in Child Abuse 
Cases 
UnJerstanding th~ f;a.m~work set in place by ie!,;islation it is then essential to understand how the 
laws affect trends in child ab ~e cases and the ne>:us between the objective of laws and the cases 
at hand. 
This paper, from the ollset, acknowledges the presen.::c of factors that may affect the compliance 
by citizens with laws such as: economic standing, education and literacy levels and traditional 
customs.64 The main aim however, is to see if the objective sought by the legislature is effective 
enough. 
The ar~iy::;i::: of the situatiOJ::; in both countries will be the point of discussion in the chapter asking 
various questions that !"~!"!uire introspection. The paper will be asking, why the choice of the 
deterrence R!Jproach at this point in time despite its success or failure; even though deterrence is 
effective is it the right objective; keep.ng in ,;1ind the status of the persons the law is trying to 
protect and lastly, is the point of departure of de;c;-•·ence meant to be reactionary or rational to 
ensure the true ends of justice are met? These are :.ome of the questions the chapter will try handle 
making reference to what scholars have opined ov:!r the years. 
4.1 Analysis of Child abuse and neglect ~n Kenya 
The Kenyan situation from the beginni~:g has been analysed through social studies and surveys 
across Kenya. The definition taken in this r~gard will be from the Children's Act. The Act under 
Section 2 defir1es child O!buse to constitute physical, sexual, psychological and mental Injury. As 
such th·~ scope will be in acwrdance to the legislations highlighted under chapter 3. 
3.2.4. Child trafficking and exploitation 
The lnttntation;;l Organization fur l\.1igrat:ui! :_::)M) conducted a study oftrafficking of persons in 
East Africa soveriiis Kenya, Uganda and Tanzama. The study highlighted the plight of exploitation 
of Children as constituting • _% of trafficking cases in East Africa. 65 According to the report 
children engaged in trafficking are exposed to hard labour and sexual exploitation in various 
countries. The repc.rt was c0mpiled in 2005 to spark a change and enforcement of the Palermo 
64 
Schiller, J Black,W.,& Murphy, P. V. (n.d). Crime and Criminality, 292, from 
www.des.ucdavis.edu/facultv/R ichersoniBooksOn::::,~{t·le 16-95.pdf on 4, December, 2014 
65 International Organization for Migration, Data and research on human trafficking: A global survey, 2005 at 53 
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Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and 
Children;66. Furthermore, the Coimter-Trafficking in Persons Act which was enforced in 20 I 2 as 
the new legislation has however not been effecti'le according to The Regional Mixed Migration 
Secretariat (RMMS) report on Mixed Migration in Kenya: The scale of movement and associated 
protection risks67. The organization conducted a survey on the enforcement of the Counter-
Trafficking in Persons Act 20 I 0 to establish whether there has been proper follow up to the 
legislation. The study concluded that the enforcement of the Palermo Protocol on protection of 
children and women was cnly being enforced by donors with little assistance by the government68. 
Additionally. the study showed that since f·~fecting the Act in 20 I 0 only 30 cases were prosecuted 
in th~ courts but r:mly 7 convictions of child traii:icking and exploitation69. Though the legislation 
prescribes high punishment th~ number of incidences did not change significantly as compared to 
those in 2005 in the IOM report. 
The miniscule ~fforts of enforcement of the laws has led to the Country being rendered a Tier 2 
nation in trafficking of persons. This means tha~ the country is ineffective in enforcement of 
protection laws. Though there was acknowledgement that the seven convictions from 
implementation· of the Act have protecten .. :1ildren from sexual exploitation th~re has been little 
deterrence.70 The tier L: at the moment ranks Kenya in a dismal position in enforcement, this 
position however can only be challenged through proper restructuring and institutional changes in 
monitoring. 
4.1.2 Physical Abuse 
The statistics on physical abuse against children in Kenya were gathered in 20 I 0. Prior to this the 
2000 repott pre-dating the ChuJren's Act 2001 carried out by the African Child Protection Against 
Abuse and Neglect(ACPAAN) organization . The 20 I 0 report on Violence against Children was 
66 Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Tra.ffic!·h1g in Persons, Especially Women and Children, supplementing 
the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, June 2003. 
67 
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70 
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carried out as a joint venture by the Kenyan Government and The United Nations Children's 
Education Fund. 
The report indicate that during chi !dhood, 32% of females and I8% of males, experience sexual 
violence. 66% of females and 73% of males experienced physical violence and 26% of females 
and 32% of males experience any violence as c; child. I3% of females and 9% of males experienced 
all three types ofviol13nl:e during childhood. Similarly, the rate of reporting ofthese incidences to 
the authorities was viewed a~ Jismal since 34% of cases were reported and as such follow up on 
them were not ensured. During the year preceding tbe survey, approximately half of all females 
and males aged iJ to I7 c:xperiencd some type of physical violence (48.7% and 47.6%, 
respectively)71• The perpetrators, whom in most cases were family members and close persons to 
the victims, were not charged nor arrmgned in court. As such there is the perception of little 
confidence in the process the laws are progres.;;ing. 
4.1.3 Sc;>xnal Abuse 
In Kenya the-trend ill sexual abuse against Children has been on the rise even after the passing of 
the Sexual Offences :\..:t.7-" The Kenya Nairobi Rape Statistics of 20 II give an overview of the 
effectiveness of·<:he deterrent laws ii! mat~tr:> '.::' ~;exual abuse73• The following table shows the rise 
in number (.f cases of rape in Nairobi County durir.P,: the 2006 to 20 I 0 period: 
Year Rape Other Crimes 
-
2006 I29I I070 
2007 I395 I005 
2008 2100 982 
2009 2800 742 
----
201G 3000 630 
71 
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Table 1: Table showing trend\· 111 rape cases as CO''lJ'Orecl to other offence.\· in Nmrobi Cowlly 
These statistics show the general trend i.11 the ·· .. ses of abuse, furthermore, it was stated that 60% 
ofthe rape cases reported involved victims who W'.:.!e below 18 years74• This means that children 
were the most affected in this area of abuse. The fear of rep01ting incidences due to intimidation 
and low cettainty incarceration led to a rise of incidences and low deterrence. 75 Such experience 
has been documented by one Susan Slavin, a human rights lawyer in Kibera who documented the 
struggle of asking of help from authorities. The difficulty according to her account is the numerous 
times the investigation system is rigid and flawed by corruption that no cases are submitted before 
courts. The account of Susan Slavin of such cases shows a deep disparity in investigations.76 
4.2 Assessment of deterrent objective of law 
4.2.1 Critique of deterr~nce 
The outlook on deterrence has been weighed and balanced on the scales by academics with the 
prior generation of scholars lookin5 <>1: deterrc11ce as the possible form of correction from an 
econc..mic stand point77. The economic theory of d,:.•.rrence is based on the fact that the cost of the 
action carried out by the offender is too high forth·~ o 'fender to consider in his actions. Therefore, 
the public or reformed offenders steer away from ~he possibility ofcrime.78 
On the other side ofthe divide are scholars bri:tging to task the notion of deterrence, its shortfalls 
and its inefficiency in totality. Deterrence in itself has been said to focus on the severity of 
punishment. 
The severity of punishment means that the sanction is so great that it fetters any person from 
attempting the crime. The severity of punishment of a crime comes with high penal penalties which 
may or may not suit the weight of the crime. For example, 20 years' imprisonment for drunk 
driving. Such penalties from an esonomil-view is solid enough to deter any person from 
committing a crime. This may also come in form of high fines which bears down a huge cost on 
74 
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Egerton University, 2007, G. 
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the offender. Lastly, is the option of both penalties which is intended to make an example of the 
offender to other culprits and the public. This aspect of severity is to shame the offender and make 
an example of him. 
Despite the high rate of punishment dished ::mt by courts, the deterrence in severity is not full proof 
as th~re was in the past :1n upshot in commission of crimes despite the deterrent laws79• Case in 
point was the increase of drunk driving incidences in Australia in 1998 with the introduction of 
stringent penalties on drL.ink clriving80. Gary Kleck gives an interesting perspective unto what we 
might perceive as the cause of the discortnect81• Kleck states that the cause of inefficiency of 
deterrence is the per:::eptions of risk upon which Jeterrence depends not changing according to the 
actual punishment levels imp ·:;ed. This statement ·;:xiends to the question of reality. The reality of 
the effectiveness of the laws with a deterrent objective. The public perception of the punishment 
is not clear cut to allow understanding and comprehension of punishment. 
On the other hand, the applicability of deterrer.ce has been attempted by the justification of 
certainty of punishment rather than the severity of punishment. Nagin explains that the previous 
perception of high penalties does not W!";rK as stated above, however the focus on certainty of 
punishment may remedy the situation but not totally guarantee the complete working of the 
criminal system82• The law according to Nagin should be certain to state the punishment and its 
end. There should be certainty in conviction to bring about a deterrence. Jolls, Sustein and Thaler 
state correctly that: 
"That the certainty of apprehension d·?ters to a greater extent 
than the severity of punishment confirms the cognitive bias 
known as the 'availability heuristic '83. 
79 
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30, (2003) 143-195. 
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The question then stems whether this i~ enough. Ensuring the cettainty of apprehension of an 
offender, does it ensure an effective system for the case of child abuse? The notion of deterring 
what can be deterred has been raised vver the years. The subject of deterring what can be deterred 
is a question ofwhon; Jo we want to protect and what circumstances surround the situation we are 
protectmg. 
4.2.2 Justification of deterrence 
The Kenyan situation has acknowledged the presence of deterrence in its laws through the reaction 
to circumstances that have occurred in the past. Mo:·e ~o, has been the sexual offences that occurred 
in 2005 and 2006. The rise in sexual assc1ult led to the knee-jerk reaction ofthe legislation to fight 
this vice84: As such this reaction, from a by-stander's perspective, is an emotional and irrational 
response. The Sexual Offences Bill though rejected on the first stint in Parliament went on to 
garner support in the August House with ::;ubsequent drafts showing a reaction to the injustices85. 
As seen earlier Nagin talks of deterrence as an inhuman objective of penal laws. The laws passed 
are not in ai•Y way made for the current realities faced in the country. 
The questio!1 is whether in dE;Cet-ring the de~~?rrFtble can child abuse fit into the equation. 
From the a·~alysis vf tile Kenyan sit•.1ation, the nsP. in number of cases five years after passing of 
key legislations in the variou~ i~lds of abuse, has ~hown a non-characteristic response to the laws. 
The laws in themselves have been severe but not certain. There is therefore the need to recognise 
these shortfalls anll actually remedy them. This was so espoused in the case of MC Bulgaria v 
Bulgaria86 where the applicant was a Bulgarian national who was born in 1980. She alleged that 
she had been raped by two men on 31 July and I August 1995, when she was 14 years and I 0 
months old. The ensuing investigation cam.:: to the conclusion that there was insufficient proof of 
the applicant having be;en compelled to have sex. The c.:ourt was charged to determine as one of 
the issues whether there was an obligation to punish and investigate rape cases. In this regard the 
court asserted the duty of the state to execute such a duty. The court insisted on reforming the 
objedives ul'penallaw Justice Tuikens stai.;;!d: 
84 
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85 
Han. Njoki.S. Ndungu, Preventing und responding to violence against women and girls: From legislation to 
effective law enforcement, ~-iew i)elhi, 15-17 Stptember 2011. 
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"the nbservations set out in the Rer.;or: an Decriminalisation by the European Committee 
on Crime Problerns clearly show that the effectiveness of general deterrence based on the 
criminal law depends :n various factor!> and that such an approach "is not the only way 
of preventing undesirable behaviow.87 88 ., 
The justice faithfuliy asserting this posi~:on shows that the objective of penal laws needs to change 
and approach matters of child abuse from another perspective. 
In many cases the incidences, as seen from the UNICEF report on Violence Against Children, go 
unreported due to the fact that there has been no measure of change in the number of abuse cases 
even if the laws are favourable89. 
The question then is ··..vhclr•.::r Kenyan legislation needs certainty to. uphold deterrence. The 
difficult;· in :::ontinuing the objective of r!ttt~:-rt>::lce will be to reduce the threshold of crimes. The 
main reason then ,_,_:ill b::: tn question whom are v. ,~protecting and does this threshold of deterrence 
provide a proper motive for~ stice or does this cur~ail the most optimum level of compliance? 
This proposed question lead us to question the character of the child. The character ofthe Child in 
the Ken:'/an Perspective can he found in Article 53 of the Constitution of Kenya, where it states: 
53. (1) Every child has the "ight: 
(c) to basic nutrition. shelter and health care; 
(d) to be protected from abuse, neglect, harniful cultural 
practices, all forms of violence, inhuman treatment and 
punishment. and ho;::~,"'t:T·!US or exploitative labour;90 
The r.onst; .. ution iooks ai the chi!.J from the p· .. !.rlt of view of need, neglect, weakness and 
vulnerability. The speciai neeus as seen in the Constitution are critical enough to apply immediate 
action in the form of legislative reform. 
87 European Committee on Crime Problems, Report on Decriminalization, Strasbourg, Council of Europe, 1980 at 75-
78. 
88 MC Vs Bulgaria, para 2. 
89 UNICEF, Violence Agair.st Children Report, 53. 
90 Art 53(])( c) and (d), Constitution of Kenya, 2010. 
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). 
The same character is echoed by the UNCRC and the ACR WC. The UNCRC recognises the 
vulnerability of the child by stating: 
Bearing in mind that, as indicated in the Declaration of the Rights of the Child, "the child, 
by reason of his physical and m<:ntr:tl immaturity, needs special safeguards and care, 
including appropriate legal protection, before as well as after birth'191 
Similarly, the ACRWC also states: 
NOT!NG WITH CONCEP.N that !{,.; s:(uation of most African children, remains critical 
due to the <::1fquc facwrs of their socio-economic, cultural, traditional and developmental 
circumstances, nature ·
7 
1isasters, armed conflicts, exploitation and hunger, and on account 
of the child's physical and mental immaturity he/she needs special safeguards and care. 91 
The aforementioned instruments show the link in which the Kenyan system takes a leaf from. The 
question as to whether then if a deterrent objective is most suitable for a vulnerable set of persons 
is answered by the analysis evidently showing little effect of the rates of convictions and abuse 
cases in the recent years. By virtue ofth~. nsing number of child abuse cases it shows the child is 
hurting and does not see the effect of the laws passed. Penal laws therefore need to be reformed to 
have ~'. mo; ~ t"eactionary character. 
4.2.3 DiffP.rence of the Canadian situat1on 
Canadian legislalion as espoused in Chp1er 3 i,:!s a double objective of retribution and deterence. 
The rationale of deterrence and retribution in pun:··~,ment were manifested in judicial discretion. 
This means the justices in their rulings were more inclined to attach their bias on utilitarian and 
retributive mechanisms. This thinking was expressed in the case of R. v. Higgins where the courts 
instinctively defended the position of discretion93. 
Fmihermore, the 1996 reforms on sentencing in Canada brought codification of objectives of 
sentencing94. This set the pace to establish an objective for punishment in child abuse crimes.95 In 
91 
Pre-amble, Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1990 general Assembly resolution 44/25 of20. 
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Afri•:an Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, OAU Doc. CAB/LEG/24.9/49 (1990), entered into force 
Nov. 29, 1999. 
93 
R. v. Higgins (1988) 2 S.C.R. 38'1, 41. 
94 
lv:!. Long, L Tan!::!y-Miller, Non-familia! ('hir.-.' Sex;;ni Abuse: Sentencing Trends in Alberta, Ontario & Quebec 
1969-2008, 30. 
95 
M. L::mg, L Tansey-Miller, Non-familial Child Sexual Ab1r;e: Sentencing Trends in Alberta, Ontario & Quebec, 30. 
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addition to the 1996 reforms on sentencing, the 1999 Badgely Report 96brought to light the 
shortfalls of the Criminal Code ensuring the enforcement of specific laws catered to children97. 
The r..::port further noted that the necessity of protection of children from abuse stemmed from their 
vulnerability and as such deterrent laws sh0uld be enforced for the sake ofjustice98• This justified 
the reasoning of the higher sentences fur child <•buse crimes as compared to other crimes. 
As such the hybrid system c r-retribution and deterrence was codified in the early 2000s. The 
emergence of these two objectives in the laws saw a change of perception in the community. 
4.2.3.1 Child Physicai Abuse. 
In the cases of child physical abuse and maltreatment it was observed that with the introduction of 
new objectives in penal laws concerning children the rates of crimes were seen to slow down. In 
1998 prior to the change in laws the number if child abuse investigations stood at 135,261 cases 
that were investigated99. In 2003 the number of cases rose to 235,316 i_nvestigations carried out. 
This i ise in th~ number of investigations shows the increase in the cettainty of the deterrent laws. 
This led to a minimal incre~se in 2008 v;!-lere 235,842 investigations were carried out. These 
stati~tics show that the deterrent and r..:i.ributi,. laws were oriented to certainty rather than just 
imposing a severe system. too 
4.2.3.2 Child Sexua I Abuse 
The response of the laws to sexual abuse against children saw decrease in the conviction rates of 
offenders. The overall conviction rate for cases of child sexual exploitation in Canada in 2002/2003 
was 38.5%, which is much lower than the general conviction rate in adult court. Among these 
cases the conviction rates of the offenders showed certainty on the part ofthe laws as 60% of child 
pornogranhy cases led to c::onvictions.101 51% of cases concerning communication with a minor 
96 Committee on Sexual Offences Against Children and Youth. Sexual Offences Against Children (Ottawa: 
Minister of Supply and Services Cr:1ada, 1984) (Badgley Report), 32. 
97 
Badgley Report, 37. 
98 
Badgley Rep011, 40. 
99 Canadian Incidence Study of Reported Child Abuse and Neglect, Public Health Agency of Canada,20 I 0, 25. 
10° Canadian Incidence Study of RPported Child Abuse and Neglect, Public Health Agency of Canada,20 I 0, 25. 
101 Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking ln Persons 2014 Trafficking in Persons Report 




with intent to commit a sexual act icd tc conv!r·tions. These instances show how the reforms of a 
directed retributive and deterrent sy:;[em have led tO a stable penal system. 
4.2.3.3 Child trafficking 
The crimes concerning child trafficking as seen before have attracted high mandatory minimum 
penalties. In 2012, after amendments in 2012 to introduce these penalties, led to 27 prosecutions 
of the 77 reported cases in the year.102 As compared to 12 convictions in 2011 the laws have 
endeavoured to show a positive influence :.v bring a balance rather than a very punitive system to 
deter criminais. 
4.2.3.'~ Consolidating the Lavvs 
The laws exposed of inefficiency of sevt:!'e deterrence.103 The main Issue brought up by the 
Depattment of Justice of Ottawa was the ri~e in recidivism (repeat offenders). The state 
acknowledged that even if tl-,"'-sentences are high lhe offender is likely to repeat the offence 
regardless ofthe punishment since the offender may not be easily caught104. 
This has led to the introduction of min1mum penalti~s to try and rationalise the punishment of 
crimes and achieve a lower recidivism rate and greater objective of the law other than just 
deterrence. Mandatory minimum sentences are defined as sentences where legislation prescribes 
a minimum number of years for a pmtic1.!ia1 offence. The aim of these sentences is to minimize 
judicial discretion. The application of these sentences depend upon the jurisdiction. The severity 
of the mir:im•.1m penalties depends "'>Vith the severity of the crime. In cases of sexual abuse, the 
discretion of the courts to give stringent penalties is high due to the fact that an act that requires 
co:tsem of persons was forcefui!:;: cow.mittect without consent. The minimum penalties are 
therefore gi·.~en to iimit the irrationality of the judisiary giving unjustified penalties. 
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The Public Prosecutor of Cr.1nada ensured this was so by applying the obiter in Boucher v The 
Queen, 105: "It cannot be over-emphasized that tile purpose of a criminal prosecution is not to obtain 
a conviction ... 
The introduction of mandatory minimum~ m 2015 was thus based on the rationale that the ends of 
justice to be effective, should be rational and low on judicial discretion to allow the law to work 
as is v;ith liti:le interference. 
The reform<: carried out in the Criminal Code of Canada are justified on the basis that the punitive 
systrm of deterrence does not intemiy cate, to the crime itself. The Canadian Sentencing 
Commission noted in 1987 th~.t the disparity in semences handed down and the actual offences do 
not correlate and the manner in which this has been seen from a societal view has not been effective 
to deter persons from crime. 
The challenge as such has been the judiciary living up to the standards in these reforms. The 
general attitude noted from the bench was that the minimum sentences were not heavy handed 
enough for the crimes. The correct positic.'·;; of these penalties will be best seen as an add-on( or 
aid) w ti1e penal systeni t"ather than an enemy to discrci.ion and justice by the judiciary. 
4.3 Considerations for Kenya 
The two countries placed si(ied by side show a disparity in their penal laws and how the laws 
function. Canada. has a hybrid system (:oncen,ing deterrence and retribution) in its objectives 
when :iealir1g with child abuse crimes. Kenya has ::J sole implementation of deterrence. Study of 
the trends in cases, reporting and convictions have shown that the sole implementation of severe 
deterrence has not effectively worked in Kenya. However, the Canadian system has shown an 
openness to cater for justice and humanity. The Canadian system has employed not only retribution 
and cettain deterrence but also, as an aid to the system, mandatory minimums. This conglomeration 
has led to higher conviction rates as the laws are certain of punishment of the offender, this has 
also led to the occurrence of lesser numb~r of c:·imes or a miniscule rise in the number of crimes. 
This should go to show a working system that should be emulated. 
Recoi·r.mendations 
105 
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Kenya should therefore take a leaf from Canada. As such the Kenyan Penal System should 
consider: 
I. Introduction of mandatory minimums of penalties. This removes discretion of the judiciary 
and as such aligns the purpose ofthe laws. 
2. Incorporation of retribution as a choice of objectives in the laws. 
3. Strengthening of chik abuse investigations by the Kenya Police Service. This goes to 
improvement of infrastructure and reduction ofbureaucracy. 
4. Setting up of proper reportine-mechanisms to ensure an associated effort to ensure 
prosecution of crimes. This goes to the fi:ont of accessibility to proper authorities and access 
to justice. 
The implementation of these recommendations may requ:re an overhaul of the child protection 
regime and active stakdiolder participation. The recommendations may in themselves go on to 
take a period of time in implementation. However, then it is wise to consider the effects of these 
recommendation to ~"::>urt ~.hat the same recommendations are not made in a vacuum. The 
apnlil:ubiiii.y ui':hese recommendations rr,~~: : .. :hmit to working in the Kenyan situation. 
IntroG~1ction of mandatory minimuriJS in the crim~~·a) justice system would render the possibility 
of limited discretion of courts. In essence the system would be looking at a situation where 
deterrence would not be severe but rather a reasonable threshold. The expected return in societal 
change may take a number of years. This according to statistics seen previously would translate to 
decrease in the conviction and overall cases in the system. The judicial inertia in implementing 
these changes to break from the discretional sentencing will pose a challenge in ensuring a major 
turn-a-round. 
The ideai situation would bt: to transfer the burden of deterrence from the courts to the enforcing 
authorities. This is on tbe hasis that the enforcing authorities enforce deterrence through certainty 
of apprehension of the offenders. Therefore, there is need for proper investigation mechanisms to 
allow for the absolute enforcement of the ww. Investigations would thus result in proper 
management of cases and as c:uch the cettainty o apprehension of the culprits would provide a 
proper deterrence in the community. To ensure the effective measure of recommending proper 
investigations there is need to bolster the reporting mechanisms in the society to allow for an 
approaQhable authority. The ideal result would be the implementation of ce11ain deterrence through 
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the Kenya Polic~ Service. This in tur:~ woulc-! ~ndeavour to reduce the number of cases in the 
society. 
The impact of the recommendations ubove however cannot be set up efficiently without 
governmental sup~ort or consistency in the judiciary to uphold fair sentences towards the 
offenders. 
CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The study has brought to light the questisn 01. deterrence and whether it is the best fit for the child 
abuse cr"e". From the on-set the study recognized the position of child abuse as constituting 
varioi:s forms i.e. physical, mental, sexual and exploitative abuse. The research endeavoured to 
look at legislation and try to :·ationalize the trends in offences. The research based its assessment 
of these legislations on two levels thee frst wa~ n look at the laws as being solitary and pure from 
a KeLenian point of view. The notion of a "pure \i!.?.ory of law" was attractive since compliance 
and adoption of su::~ is unfettered with the questiClns of morality. Second, would be rationalizing 
the compliance to these laws. The laws according to the paper should endeavour to bring about the 
greatest good for the greatest number. As such the iheory of deterrence proposed by Jeremy 
Bentham was adopted. The objective of deterret1ce in criminal laws was seen as the objective 
underlying most pieces of legislation in Kenya especially concerning children. Later on the 
character of the child was explored to try anli understand why deterrence was used in protection 
laws for children. This led to a conclusion that the African child has a special place in society as 
the fu1.nre genc:ration of a country and as such the health and well-being ofthe child is fundamental. 
The p!!per •,..vent ahead to analyse the laws i~, Kenya and Canada. This exercise was to contextualize 
the penal terms and the !!pplicability of the law::;. As such the research focused on three types on 
abuse: sexual, physical and rl·ild tr:.1fficking an<: ~;xploitation. The relevant laws in the countries 
came to show the application of deterrence in the Kenyan scenario and a hybrid situation of 
retribution and deterrence tempered by mandatory minimum sentences in Canada. 
Despite the outlook on the laws it was impot1ant to look at the societal response to harsh and 
stringent laws as compared to a hybrid system adopted in Canada. The result was astonishing. It 
was found from statistica! data the rate or a:.luse across the board in Kenya for a stipulated time 
after implanting of stringent laws had little effect on the rise in the number of crimes. The reverse 
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was seen in the Canadian jurisdiction. This led to a debate to search for the meaning of these 
statistics. It was found out that the root cause is first the asymmetry of information of penal laws . 
and second the lack of cettainty in appreilension even though the penalties are clearly high. 
The paper as such recommends several!iieasures to ensure the working of the system. These are: 
1. Introduction ofmandatory minimums ofpenalties. 
2. Incorporation of retributive laws 
3. Strengthening of child ab1_1se inve~t;~:a7!ons. 
4. Setting up of proper repotting mechanisws 
The application of these refor·:ns does not happen in a vacuum but should be tempered with the 
notion of good governance and backing of the civil society. The recommendations have to be set 
in place and adopted for the Kenyan situation. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, the situation of Kenya is in amber alert, meaning it is time to take notice of the 
changing tides that rage i" the horizons. TL;,: need to fix the child protection laws should be rapid 
to respond to the currer,i. generation of children in the country to avoid a lax system which might 
realise its follies in the future. 
The cooperation of the gove!·nment with the civil society in working towards a new legislative 
framework and institutional system shouid keer in mind the vision of the UNCRC in keeping the 
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